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By NORA HOWE

The beauty industry is expected to reach $463 million by 2027, and young consumers have a considerable stake in
its growth.

As a cohort, Gen Z is reimagining and challenging beauty norms, prioritizing personal values, self-care and
authenticity when it comes to purchasing behavior. In its first Gen Z State of Beauty Report, Kyra Media explores how
Gen Z engages with the beauty industry as their evolving attitudes toward culture and content impact their brand and
product choices.

"Gen Z has the capacity to both consume more because of all of the points of discovery for this audience in regards
to new brands and products, and consume less because they're able to make more conscious decisions," said
Marina Mansour, global head of beauty partnerships at Kyra Media, London. "Gen Z is also putting real pressure on
brands to change their processes via social media or across brand platforms, be it decreasing packaging, pursuing a
cruelty-free certification or reducing the carbon footprint involved in creating products.

"It is  also the first truly digitally-native audience who is direct about telling brands what they expect and holding them
accountable as a result of all of the information that's available."

The Gen Z State of Beauty Report was conducted in May and June 2021 across the United States and the United
Kingdom via Instagram with 3,500 participants aged 13-25.

Beauty according to Gen Z
Skincare has become a widely accepted signifier of personal wellbeing for Gen Z, and is considered an essential
method of self-care. It ranked as the leading segment in the beauty category for Gen Z, with Dove as the top skincare
brand, followed by CeraVe, Nivea and Olay.

Three-quarters of respondents claimed to have purchased a skincare product in the last three months, and a third of
respondents claim to not wear makeup, focusing solely on skincare with an average of 3 products as part of their
regular skincare regimen.
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Gen Z is  a highly educated cohort when it comes  to skincare and cosmetics  products  and information. Image credit: Kyra Media

Self-expression and creative freedom are hugely important to Gen Z, and experimentation plays a significant role in
that sense of self-discovery. Gen Z sees makeup as a form of creativity and is seeking inspiration through video or
social content.

According to the survey, Gen Z's favorite cosmetics product is mascara, with Maybelline as the top-ranking brand.
While a third of respondents identified mascara as a must-have item, they ranked foundation as least necessary.

When it comes to brand affiliation, Gen Z expects and demands certain standards to be met by brands in terms of
aligning with their values.

More than a quarter, 27 percent, of respondents have actively purchased a beauty product in the last six months
because of its  sustainable initiatives, with the environment and social justice ranking at the top of the list.

One-third of Gen Z respondents are looking to brands for insight and information, presenting brands with a major
opportunity for education.

Gen Z also wants the scoop on beauty from real people who reflect what the world really looks like, emphasizing
transparency and inclusivity as critically important.

Online reviews are the most influential on Gen Z's purchase decisions. Gen Z ranks the most open-minded
generation with more than two-thirds of respondents welcoming content from beauty influencers who are of a
different gender identity than their own.

TikTok reigns supreme
Respondents also reported being more willing to add new cosmetics products to their collection based on a
recommendation from a TikTok influencer over YouTube or Instagram, although YouTube ranked number one for
online beauty information.
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TikTok is  a top source for beauty information and product discovery for Gen Z. Image credit: Getty

While 2020 was a difficult year for sponsored influencer content budgets, influencer marketing platform Traackr
found that T ikTok saw a 164 percent increase in sponsored beauty posts and a 481 percent increase in engagement.

According to the research, T ikTok was the only platform to have seen substantial growth in this area while the
number of sponsored posts decreased on other platforms (see story).

For skincare, specifically, Kyra Media found that T ikTok has become the most influential platform when it comes to
new product recommendations.

Authenticity has become a driving factor in social advertising, and content creators no longer want to endorse
products they do not trust.

During a virtual session at the Vogue Business and TikTok inaugural Technology Forum in March, CeraVe global
general manager Penelope Giraud noted how TikTok has allowed the brand to speak and collaborate with
influencers and content creators authentically (see story).

Increased exposure to viral trends, beauty hacks and skincare insights, particularly through TikTok content, has
encouraged Gen Z to push boundaries and innovate within the beauty space.

"TikTok has been the home of 'New Beauty' which simultaneously celebrates beauty as a form of creativity and
theater, allowing for huge talents to come to the forefront of the community thanks to the TikTok algorithm," Kyra
Media's Ms. Mansour said. "The platform has also challenged more traditional beauty norms and expectations,
creating a more inclusive space where individuality and your unfiltered self are celebrated.

"TikTok and YouTube are key to a luxury beauty brand's strategy with Gen Z because the trust that this audience has
in TikTok creators is the validation they need to invest in high-price point items."
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